
 <BrianQ> how is the studying going? 

 <BrianQ> we are SO DONE with hydrogen, right?... 

_Frank_> right 

<_Frank_> cept the hidden thingies 

 <BrianQ> which means it will be no problem to answer the following questions... 

<_Frank_> Doos can answer any question 

 <BrianQ> What are the "names" (i.e., letter symbols) of all the allowed L values for principle n=4? 

 <@Spauwe> spdf 

 <_Frank_> spdfg 

 <BrianQ> yes good 

 <BrianQ> yes 

 <BrianQ> no 

 <BrianQ> not g 

 <BrianQ> s=0, p=1, d=2, f=3 (one less than n value) 

 <_Frank_> ok 

 <_Frank_> yes 

 <BrianQ> ok... now, how many states are possible in a p subshell? 

 <doos_> 3 

 <doos_> uh 6 

 <BrianQ> yep, 6 

 <BrianQ> doubled because of electron spin 

 <BrianQ> ok, so let's write some things down on paper, so that we don't have to keep track. 

 <BrianQ> for s subshell, 2 possible states 

 <doos_> can I borrow a pen from someone? 

 <BrianQ> for p subshell, 6 possible states 

 <_Frank_> here 

 <BrianQ> use your lipstick pen 



 <doos_> ty 

 <doos_> heh 

 <BrianQ> for d subshell, 10 possible states 

 <BrianQ> for f subshell, how many possible states? 

 <doos_> 14 

 <_Frank_> 18 

 <_Frank_> yes 14 

 <DragonStek> 14 

 <BrianQ> yep 14 

 <BrianQ> ok... tuck these aside for the moment, and we'll talk about helium. 

 <BrianQ> Which is two electrons around a (doubly-charged) nucleus 

 <BrianQ> This quantum problem can't be solved exactly, as has been done with the previous 

examples. 

 <BrianQ> Now... one might say... you still have a force between electron and nucleus... you've just 

doubled it by adding another electron, right? 

 <BrianQ> and that is a "yes" 

 <BrianQ> but... 

 <BrianQ> what are we leaving out? 

 <doos_> that they must have opposite spin 

 * _Frank_ slaps Spauwe around a bit with a large trout 

 <doos_> and tha hydrogen has either upward or downwrad spin 

 <@Spauwe> what did I do? 

 <_Frank_> how did I do that? 

 <BrianQ> Spin is one thing, but setting that aside for the moment... we are missing something 

 <_Frank_> neutron mass 

 <BrianQ> Recall in quantum mechanics, you identify forces... converting them to "potential  

energies" and sticking those potential energies in the equation 

 <BrianQ> no, neutron mass just means it is even more difficult to move our basically unmoveable 

nucleus 



<doos_> so place? 

 <BrianQ> so, we have a force between nucleus and one electron, and we have a force between 

nucleus and other electron, and... 

 <doos_> force between the 2 electrons 

<_Frank_> a force between electrons 

 <BrianQ> yes, that is what is missing 

 <@Spauwe> pushing eachother away 

 <BrianQ> the two electrons repel each other, precisely. 

 <BrianQ> So this additional force really upsets our ability to solve the problem exactly 

 <BrianQ> What we'd like to find, recall, are stationary states and their corresponding energies 

 <@Spauwe> and thats where you physics guys go guessing as well?:) 

 <BrianQ> Actually... no ;) 

 <_Frank_> hi Ras 

 <BrianQ> hi Ras 

 <Crystal> hi Ras 

 <@Spauwe> good afternoon/evening/morning 

 <Ras> howdy, lurking, what's the topic 

 <BrianQ> helium, I think 

 <BrianQ> We can't solve for stationary states exactly, but we can come up with approximation to the 

states as close as is necessary. 

 <BrianQ> with enough work... 

<@BrianQ> It is interesting to physicists to develop approximation methods to solve the more 

complex atoms 

 <@BrianQ> The more complex the atom, it seems the more methods get developed. 

 <@BrianQ> but it isn't really for us to worry about... we are going to look at one way to solve the 

problem 

 <@BrianQ> it is kind of a simple way, so isn't very good, but you know... it'll do for chemists ;) 

<+_Frank_> lol 

 <@BrianQ> that's a big joke, really... quantum chemists have been adding lots to the studies 



 <@BrianQ> anyways, you could imagine a stationary state of helium could be made from multiplying 

together two hydrogen stationary states 

 <Ras> except for the neutrons?! 

 <@BrianQ> like w_he (x_1,x_2) = w_h (x_1) * w_h (x_2) 

 <@BrianQ> sort of to sketch it out.... one hydrogen function w_h depends on coordinates of one 

electron, x_1 

 <@BrianQ> and the other depends on the other electron's coordinates, x_2 

 <@BrianQ> both the w_h depend on a set of quantum numbers, which I haven't listed. 

 <@BrianQ> Now, when you do this, the functions you get aren't stationary states, but they do have 

one usefulness 

 <@BrianQ> They form a "complete basis"... which you'll have to go way back when to look up what 

that is. 

 <@BrianQ> But basically this means any possible state can be constructed from an appropriate sum 

of these basis states. 

 <@BrianQ> Now, for example, to keep things simple, we can figure out the important quantum 

numbers we need to track are the shell and subshell 

 <@BrianQ> If you want the lowest energy stationary state (what is the vocabulary word for that 

state?) 

 <+_Frank_> ground state 

 <doos_> eigenstate 

 <@BrianQ> Frank is correct 

 <doos_> *ucker 

 <@BrianQ> heh 

 <@BrianQ> What pair of hydrogen states nL and n'L' would you choose to start out with? 

 <doos_> n=1, L=0 

 <@BrianQ> yes... 

 <@BrianQ> and make it the same for both 

 <doos_> +1/2 and -1/2 

 <@BrianQ> so, to begin constructing the ground state, we could use two hydrogen ground states... 

 <@BrianQ> 1s1s which is usually written as 1s^2 



 <@BrianQ> Yes, and we recall that no two electrons can share the same set of quantum numbers 

(who said this first?) 

 <doos_> Pauli 

 <@BrianQ> and so Doos reminds us the two electrons with same quantum numbers have different 

spin quantum numbers 

 <@BrianQ> yes Pauli 

 <@BrianQ> So this is how we'd start... but in order to get closer to the real helium ground state we'd 

have to add in a dash of this hydrogen function and a dash of that... 

 <@BrianQ> so maybe it would look like  A*1s^2 + B*2s^2 + C*1s2s + ... 

 <@BrianQ> where the 1s^2 is the two hydrogen ground states, the 2s^2 is two 2s hydrogen states, 

the 1s2s is one hydrogen ground state and a 2s state... 

 <@BrianQ> and the A,B, C ... are numbers... 

 <@BrianQ> so you'd have to add in a bit of other states... but the number A would be largest... 

 <@BrianQ> B, C, and others would be small, so that the ground state is mostly made up of 1s^2 

 <@BrianQ> so you'd say "in a zeroth order approximation, we can describe the helium ground state 

as 1s^2" 

 <@BrianQ> This making any sense? 

 <doos_> maybe one day 

 <+_Frank_> yes 

 <@Spauwe> nah but that's all right 

<@Spauwe> frank says yes! 

 <+_Frank_> a bit...1s *1s =1s^2 

 <@Spauwe> ghehe 

 <@BrianQ> yes 

 <+_Frank_> which is ground state foor two electrons 

 <@Spauwe> that bi t I see 

 <Ras> yes, the 1s^2 ground state would be almost 99% of the ground state to account for He being 

chemically inert? 

 <@BrianQ> w_1s * w_1s is multiplying two hydrogen ground state wavefunctions together, which 

we can represent with the notation 1s1s or 1s^2 



 <@BrianQ> And I'm not so sure that A = 99%, I think it is more like 2/3 

 <Ras> still would account for predominate noble status 

 <@BrianQ> This would be accounted by not having any "open shells" in the ground state 

 <@BrianQ> like 1s2p  ... which would leave 5 open p states 

 <@BrianQ> or 2p^2 which would leave 4 open p states 

 <Ras> ok, been 40 years since school 

 <+_Frank_> welcome back 

 <@BrianQ> but this is just the basic description anyways, it is not a sophisticated way to solve 

helium. 

 <doos_> brb 

 <@BrianQ> But then we can go and start identifying possible states, using this description... 

 <@BrianQ> We have the ground state 1s^2, then a first excited state might be 1s2s... 

 <@BrianQ> Then which would be more reasonable for the second excited state?  1s2p or 2s^2? 

 <@Spauwe> 1s2p 

 <@BrianQ> yes indeed... care to explain why? 

 <@BrianQ> in hydrogen, what is the energy jump from 2s to 2p? 

 <@Spauwe> we'll have one electron being excited to a higher shell 

 <Ras> less energy to achieve that state 

 <@BrianQ> yes, much less, but how can we see that in light of our previous results. 

 <@BrianQ> what is the energy jump from 2s to 2p in hydrogen... 

 <@BrianQ> ? 

 <@BrianQ> how much energy does it take? 

 <Ras> in electron volts? 

 <@BrianQ> that will be fine :) 

<Ras> wish I could remember 

<+_Frank_> about 1.8ev 

 <@BrianQ> in hydrogen, it will be zero, in whatever units you want. 

 <doos_> -EO/n^2 



 <@BrianQ> 2s and 2p are degenerate 

 <@BrianQ> energy only depends on n, as Doos shows, and n=2 for both 

 <@BrianQ> now.... in helium the energies will also depend on L, but it shouldn't be a big separation 

 <@BrianQ> in contrast, it takes a lot of energy to move from a 1s state to a 2s state... the most 

energy of any adjacent n states 

 <@BrianQ> recall, we spent a lot of time talking about this being a deep ultraviolet transition 

 <+_Frank_> yes 

 <@BrianQ> so... 1s^2 is ground state, then big energy jump to 1s2s, then very small energy jump to 

1s2p 

 <@BrianQ> then a medium jump to 1s3s, then very small to 1s3p, then very small to 1s3d... 

 <@BrianQ> mm, maybe we should sketch it out on blackboard, what do you think? 

 [22:00] <+_Frank_> nice rutile needles Brian 

[22:00] <Crystal> heh 

[22:00] <@BrianQ> heh 

[22:00] <@BrianQ> thanks Frank 

[22:00] <@BrianQ> So, what would we label that bottom needle? 

[22:00] <doos_> E) 

[22:00] <doos_> EO 

[22:01] <doos_> or n=1 

[22:01] <@BrianQ> no, Im not tracking energy, except to note that energy increases upward 

[22:01] <+_Frank_> 1s^2 

[22:01] <@BrianQ> to some eventual ionization energy 

[22:01] <+_Frank_> or ground state 

[22:01] <@BrianQ> and yes Frank, that's how you'd label the bottom needle... 1s^2 

[22:02] <@BrianQ> how would you label the next two needles (in order)? 

[22:02] <+_Frank_> 1s2s and 1s2p 

[22:02] <@BrianQ> yes, good 

[22:02] <@BrianQ> and the next 3? 



[22:03] <+_Frank_> 1s3s 1s3p1s3d 

[22:03] <doos_> 3s 3p 3d 

[22:03] <@BrianQ> yes Frank... Doos gotta track both electrons 

[22:03] <doos_> ok 

[22:03] <@BrianQ> :) 

[22:04] <@BrianQ> then the next four... 1s4s, 1s4p, 1s4d, 1s4f 

[22:04] <doos_> 1s4s 1s4p 1s4d 1s4f 

[22:04] <doos_> heh 

[22:04] <@BrianQ> heh 

[22:05] <@BrianQ> next... I am going to draw in the energy where we lose an electron (ionization 

threshold) 

[22:05] <@BrianQ> the blue line... we could just list it as IP (ionization potential) 

[22:06] <@BrianQ> then we could locate another state above that line, which would be called 2s^2... 

[22:06] <@BrianQ> but if you put the electrons into those states... you'd automatically have an 

ionization 

[22:06] <@BrianQ> since it lies above the IP. 

[22:07] <@BrianQ> So, we can picture the energy diagram ok? 

[22:07] <doos_> ye 

[22:07] <doos_> s 

[22:07] <@BrianQ> if we want to keep our helium as one atom, rather than an ion, then one electron 

wavefunction always remains in ground state 

[22:08] <@BrianQ> There are some other details that need to go in as well... 

[22:08] <@BrianQ> When you work with more than one electron, you have to add their Ls and 

S(spins) in a certain way to get a couple more quantum numbers 

[22:09] <@BrianQ> In particular here with helium... the two spin 1/2 electrons can add together to 

give total spin S either 0 or 1 

[22:09] <@BrianQ> S = 0 or 1 

[22:10] <@BrianQ> Now... how many m_s associated with S=0?  how many m_s associated with S=1? 

[22:10] <doos_> 2 



[22:11] <@BrianQ> For S = 0 , m_s = 0 (one state)  For S = 1, m_s = -1, 0, 1 (three states) 

[22:12] <doos_> question 

[22:12] <@BrianQ> Yes? 

[22:12] <doos_> I thaught that m_s was either 1/2 or -1/2 

[22:13] <@BrianQ> for S = 1/2, m_s = -1/2, 1/2 (two states) 

[22:13] <@BrianQ> goes from -S to S in integer steps 

[22:13] <doos_> ok 

[22:13] <@BrianQ> but here, we have to add electron spins together to get a 

[22:13] <@BrianQ> "total spin" state... 

[22:14] <@BrianQ> a state composed from two electrons must either be a S=0 (called a singlet) state 

or a S=1 (called a triplet) state 

[22:14] <doos_> aha 

[22:15] <@BrianQ> For the ground state, you can only create a singlet state... spins MUST align 

opposite to produce S=0 

[22:16] <@BrianQ> or else they'd share identical quantum numbers/ 

[22:16] <@BrianQ> But for all the other states drawn on our energy diagram...each of them splits 

into a singlet and three degenerate triplet states 

[22:17] <@BrianQ> so 1s2s becomes... 

[22:18] <@BrianQ> well, the notation is a bit complex for ascii... so we'll write 

[22:18] <@BrianQ> 1s2s (singlet) and 1s2s (triplet) 

[22:19] <@BrianQ> so what we should have is a copy of all the needles except the ground state... 

then we'd paste those needles off to the side... 

[22:19] <@BrianQ> shifted upward in energy... 

[22:19] <@BrianQ> and those would be the triplet state version... 

[22:19] <@BrianQ> the one we copied from would be the singlet state version. 

[22:19] <@BrianQ> i.e., triplet will be higher energy than singlet. 

[22:20] <@BrianQ> So... what about that? 

[22:20] <doos_> heh 

[22:20] <@BrianQ> is there a copy paste buttons on the blackboard? 



[22:20] <doos_> no 

[22:20] <Crystal> yes 

[22:20] <@BrianQ> really? 

[22:21] <+_Frank_> the 1s2s (triplet) state has a single singlet and three triplet states...have I got that 

correct? 

[22:21] <Crystal> I'll save and email it to you if you want 

[22:21] <Crystal> you have to do a screen print and then save it in Paint program, and then you copy 

it from there 

[22:22] <@BrianQ> The 1s2s "configuration" actually represents 4 times the number of states we 

thought... 

[22:22] <+_Frank_> but you cant paste it back onto the blackboard 

[22:22] <@BrianQ> a singlet state at lower energy, and three degenerate triplets at higher energy. 

 [22:29] <+_Frank_> ooo Brian your rutiles suffering 

[22:29] <@BrianQ> even so, we can kind of see what a real helium energy diagram looks like 

[22:30] <@BrianQ> Now what is interesting is it is very difficult to make a photon transition from a 

singlet to triplet state, or vice versa 

[22:31] <@BrianQ> it is not difficult to get from one kind to the other via electron collision, though! 

[22:31] <@BrianQ> so... just as an example... 

[22:32] <@BrianQ> maybe an electron with enough energy collides with a helium atom to raise it 

from a 1s^2 (singlet) to a 1s2p(triplet) 

[22:32] <@BrianQ> the helium would rapidly relax to a 1s2s(triplet) 

[22:32] <@BrianQ> by photon emission 

[22:33] <@BrianQ> but then it would be a long time before it would relax back to ground state 

[22:34] <@BrianQ> Thus the 1s2s (triplet) state would be called a "metastable" state, because it 

doesn't want to go lower down by photon emission if it has to switch from triplet to singlet 

[22:34] <@BrianQ> recall that the 1s^2 ground state can only be a singlet state, no triplet states 

allowed 

[22:35] <@BrianQ> When you make lasers, for example, you want to find a nice metastable state to 

strongly populate 

[22:35] <@BrianQ> there is a laser, called helium-neon laser, HeNe 

[22:36] <@BrianQ> HeNe laser... 



[22:36] <@BrianQ> electron collisions excite lots of heliums up to metastable states... 

[22:37] <@BrianQ> the heliums collide with neons that happen to have an energy at exactly the 

same place, but which can relax by photoemission 

[22:37] <@BrianQ> That is the process that produces the laser light in a HeNe laser 

[22:38] <@BrianQ> But also, we've got another key vocabulary word I mentioned earlier, 

"configuration" 

[22:38] <@BrianQ> do y'all remember that one? 

[22:38] <+_Frank_> yes 

[22:38] <doos_> no 

[22:39] <@BrianQ> Why does Frank get a green + sign? 

[22:39] <@BrianQ> by his name? 

[22:39] <+_Frank_> spauwe has made me a marked man 

[22:39] <Crystal> lol 

 [22:39] * Spauwe sets mode: +v _Frank_ 

[22:39] <@BrianQ> checking to see if Tim is watching footie ;) 

 [22:39] <@Spauwe> just finished 

[22:39] <@BrianQ> heh 

 [22:39] <@Spauwe> I'm back 

[22:40] <@BrianQ> so... when you have a set of electrons in "hydrogen-like" states, the result is 

called the atom's "configuration" 

 [22:40] <@Spauwe> lost track of things without the blackboard 

[22:40] <@BrianQ> The ground state configuration for helium is 1s^2 

[22:41] <@BrianQ> We can proceed to see how we can construct the ground state configurations of 

other atoms. 

[22:41] <@BrianQ> We'll need a periodic table, this one will do: http://www.elementsdatabase.com/ 

[22:42] <@BrianQ> at least it doesn't make my head dizzy as I move my cursor across it (unlike last 

week's version) 

[22:42] <@BrianQ> So.. we see the first column with H at the top? 

[22:43] <doos_> yes 



[22:43] <+_Frank_> yes 

[22:43] <DragonStek> yes 

[22:43] <Crystal> don't wait for my slow computer 

[22:44] <@BrianQ> The electrons fill up the configuration basically along the lines of a hydrogen 

energy diagram... sort of.. 

[22:44] <@BrianQ> In the first column, there is one "outermost" electron in an s-subshell 

[22:46] <@BrianQ> In the second column, there are two "outermost" electrons in an s-subshell 

[22:46] <@BrianQ> anyone want to guess what the vocabulary word is that describes "outermost" 

electrons? 

[22:46] <doos_> valence 

[22:46] <@BrianQ> yes! 

 [22:47] <@BrianQ> these are the valence electrons... the rest are usually called the "inner shell 

electrons" 

[22:47] <@BrianQ> Let's look at the ground state configuration for the first several atoms.... H has 

electron 1s 

[22:48] <@BrianQ> He has electron 1s^2 (it should really be placed in the second column by all 

rights) 

[22:48] <@BrianQ> Li has three electrons... 1s^2 2s 

[22:49] <+_Frank_> not 1s^3? 

[22:49] <@BrianQ> What is Be (beryllium) ground state configuration? 

[22:49] <DragonStek> 1s2,2s2 

[22:49] <@BrianQ> no... then two electrons would have to share same set of quantum numbers 

[22:49] <doos_> 1s^22s^2 

[22:49] <+_Frank_> 1s^2 3s 

[22:49] <@BrianQ> yes, Dragonstek 

[22:49] <@BrianQ> Yes, Doos 

[22:49] <@BrianQ> no Frank 

[22:50] <+_Frank_> :( 

[22:50] <@BrianQ> my "no" answer up there was in response to Frank's question 



[22:50] <@BrianQ> now... what is the next atom after Be, and what is its ground state configuration? 

[22:50] <doos_> 1s^22s^22p boron 

[22:51] <DragonStek> boron 1s2, 2s2,2p1 

[22:51] <+_Frank_> 1s^2, 2s^2 3s^2 Boron 

[22:51] <@BrianQ> yes, Boron with 1s^2 2s^2 2^p 

[22:51] <@BrianQ> no... 3^s is higher energy than 2p 

[22:52] <@BrianQ> oops ,  3s is higher energy than 2p 

[22:52] <DragonStek> i dont write the 1 after p 

[22:52] <@BrianQ> you can do, if you like. 

[22:52] <DragonStek> ok 

[22:52] <@BrianQ> next is carbon, what is its g.s. config? 

[22:52] <doos_> 1s^22s^22p^2 

[22:52] <DragonStek> 1s2,2s2,2p2 

[22:52] <+_Frank_> 1s^2 2s^2 2d 

[22:53] <@BrianQ> no Frank, ps are lower than ds in energy 

[22:53] <@BrianQ> so Doos and Dragon on top here 

[22:53] <+_Frank_> bugger 

[22:53] <DragonStek> i did my homework 

[22:53] <@BrianQ> and what is the next two atoms and their gs configs? 

[22:53] <@BrianQ> heh, go Dragon ;) 

[22:54] <doos_> 1s^22s^22p^3 

[22:54] <doos_> 1s^22s^22p^4 

[22:54] <DragonStek> nitrogen 1s2, 2s2, 2p3 

[22:54] <DragonStek> and oxygen 1s2, 2s2, 2p4 

[22:54] <@BrianQ> yes, for nitrogen and oxygen... so what we are doing as we go across this row is 

filling up the 2p subshell 

[22:55] <DragonStek> going up by 1 

[22:55] <@BrianQ> yep... 



[22:55] <@BrianQ> usually, we start dropping the inner shell notation, as it can be figured out if you 

really need it... 

[22:56] <doos_> Ne3s for Na? 

[22:56] <@BrianQ> so carbon would be written as 2s^2 2p^2 

[22:56] <@BrianQ> or we could write it Doos's way 

[22:56] <DragonStek> ok 

[22:56] <@BrianQ> but we can figure it out... what is the outer shell portion of the configuration for 

fluorine? 

[22:57] <doos_> 2p5 

[22:57] <DragonStek> 2s2,2p5 

[22:57] <@BrianQ> yes! 

[22:57] <@BrianQ> and last, for neon? 

[22:57] <doos_> He2p6 

[22:57] <DragonStek> 2s2,2p6 

[22:58] <@BrianQ> and now, Frank, we can't put any more electrons into 2p, so when we go to the 

next atom, Sodium, what is its g.s. config? 

[22:58] <+_Frank_> 1s^2 2s^2 3s^2? 

[22:58] <DragonStek> 2s2,2p6,2s1 

[22:59] <doos_> Ne3s 

[22:59] <@BrianQ> The complete config is 1s^2 2s^2 2p^6 3s ... or keeping outer shell only... 3s 

[22:59] <DragonStek> ok 

[22:59] <@BrianQ> Now hopefully you've been writing these down. 

[23:00] <DragonStek> yes 

[23:00] <@BrianQ> Let's look at the first column again... H, Li, and Na... outer shell configs for these 

are 

[23:00] <+_Frank_> so when doos writes Ne3s this means the gs configuration for neon plus the 3s 

[23:00] <@BrianQ> 1s then 2s then 3s 

[23:00] <doos_> yes 

[23:00] <+_Frank_> ok thanks 



[23:00] <@BrianQ> yes Frank, that's correct 

[23:01] <@BrianQ> Now let's look at the second column... what is going to be the outer shell portion 

of the gs configs for Be, Mg ? 

[23:02] <doos_> they are not filled 

[23:02] <@BrianQ> 2s^2 and 3s^2... really He should be at the top of this column with 1s^2 

configuration 

[23:03] <@BrianQ> so in column two, the valence electrons fill the s-subshell 

[23:04] <@BrianQ> When you get to the column headed by Boron (B), what you do... you open the p-

subshell 

[23:04] <@BrianQ> so B, Al, Ga all have a single valence electron located in a p-subshell 

[23:05] <@BrianQ> with the s-subshell for that principle quantum number closed. 

[23:06] <@BrianQ> so...for example Al has configuration 1s^2 2s^2 2p^6 3s^2 3p^1 

[23:06] <@BrianQ> For the valence shell, 3s^2 3p^1 

[23:06] <@BrianQ> the s-subshell is closed, the p subshell opens with one electron. 

[23:07] <@BrianQ> Ok, we'll continue to work our way through the periodic table next week! 

[23:07] <doos_> ok thanks Brian 

[23:07] <doos_> well done 

[23:07] <+_Frank_> Thanks Brian# 

[23:07] <doos_> I will not be here next week 

[23:07] <DragonStek> ok cool this is finally sinking in 

[23:07] <@BrianQ> Give you guys something to think over, see if you can understand why the 

periodic table is arranged. 

[23:07] <+_Frank_> another good chat 

[23:07] <DragonStek> thanks brian 

[23:07] <doos_> exam time again 

[23:07] <@BrianQ> And we'll continue to discuss that next week 

[23:08] <@BrianQ> good luck on those exams! 

[23:08] <Crystal> thanks Brian; I've got my work cut out for me 

[23:08] <doos_> I don't have to make them luckily 



[23:08] <Crystal> yes, good luck on the exams 

[23:08] <DragonStek> crystal ill send you the link that helped me 

[23:08] <Crystal> thanks Dragon 

[23:08] <@BrianQ> ciao everyone! 

[23:08] <+_Frank_> it's the week after next before they arrive 

[23:08] <Crystal> bye Brian 

[23:08] <+_Frank_> bye Brian 

[23:08] <doos_> bye Brian 

[23:08] <DragonStek> night brian 

[23:08] <@BrianQ> we'll keep having fun til then Frank :) 

                                                            02[23:09] * @BrianQ (n=fn-javac@adsl-163-52-

235.hsv.bellsouth.net) Quit ("Java user signed off") 


